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No hassle, no sweat!  

Don’t miss MediaMarkt’s Luxury Delivery for just €19! 

Ingolstadt, 11.08.2018: OK, there are probably still a few strong blokes 

who don’t mind carrying a 65" TV or a washing machine up to the fifth 

floor. But be honest – most people really don’t enjoy schlepping 

appliances weighing 50, 70 or even 80 kilograms! Luckily, they don’t 

have to thanks to MediaMarkt’s delivery service. It’s available all year 

round, saves you the heavy lifting, and also includes installation, 

connection and setup. That’s real luxury! And from 13 to 20 August 

2018, Luxury Delivery is available in all MediaMarkt stores in Germany 

for the very unluxurious price of just €19. The only condition is that the 

newly bought TV or household appliances costs at least €299. Luxury 

Delivery is also available at this special price for items ordered from the 

MediaMarkt webshop from 8pm on Saturday 11 August until Monday 20 

August 2018. 

There’s no need to get into a sweat! Opting for MediaMarkt’s comprehensive 

Luxury Delivery makes buying heavy appliances a relaxing experience 

despite the summer heatwave! MediaMarkt’s service specialists will deliver 

your new appliances to your home, put them in position, and then install 

them correctly. They’ll even take your packaging and your old appliances 

away for proper disposal.  

Luxury Delivery à la MediaMarkt means all the work is carried out 

professionally and neatly. And with no fiddly installation and above all no risk 

for customers, they can immediately have fun with their new purchase – for a 

fun price! 

For more information, visit: www.mediamarkt.de/de/shop/lieferluxus.html. 

http://www.mediamarkt.de/de/shop/lieferluxus.html
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About MediaMarkt 

MediaMarkt, Germany’s and Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer, was founded in 1979, 

and is nowadays managed as an independent retail brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn 

Retail Group. The company currently operates 274 stores in Germany and employs more than 15,000 

people. All in all, the over 850 MediaMarkt stores in 14 countries throughout Europe have a total 

headcount of approximately 46,000. MediaMarkt consistently applies its brand core ‘Pleasure’ to its 

product range, pricing, customer advice and services. Its declared aim is to make MediaMarkt the most 

pleasurable place for consumer electronics – anytime and anywhere. In addition to a constantly up-to-

date range of brand-name items at permanently low prices, its successful concept includes personal 

advice and a comprehensive portfolio of services. MediaMarkt has positioned itself as a successful 

multichannel provider and thus combines the advantages of physical and online retail under a trusted 

brand. 


